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Abstract 
The legal status of the individuals in Chinese environmental law may be studied from the 
perspective of their relationship with state,units and the public:Individuals and  state 
mainly interacting around the theme of service and obedience;Individuals and units are 
juxtaposed and corresponding to each other; Individuals and the public present a 
complex situation of separation and complementarity.In general, individual is an 
indispensable "small" element in the subject of environmental law, and the citizen is the 
"large" subject gradually paid attention to environmental law. 
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1. Introduction 

Article 6(1) of the Environmental Protection Law of the People's Republic of China(EPLPRC) 
says that all units and individuals shall have the obligation to protect the environment.and 
then,what is the legal status of the individual in Chinese environmental law?How do we explore 
its status in the legal relationship structure of environmental law? This article intends to 
analyze its legal status from the external perspective of the relationship between individual and 
state, unit and the public. 

2. The Individual and the State in Environmental Law: Service and 
Obedience 

Once the individual in environmental legal norms disengaged from the context of the abstract 
natural individual in the clause of "All/Any……individual", it will enter the context of 
citizenship,including the individual engaged in business activities.  Citizens have to face country 
above all in environmental law relationship,because the article 4 in EPLPRC stipulates that the 
environmental protection is a basic national policy, and show the overall position of state in the 
task, article 6,10 provides to have the dominant position for local governments and its 
environmental protection administrative departments in the work.The legal status of 
"responsibility" and "supervision and management" of these subjects will inevitably have a 
direct impact on the rights and obligations of citizens. National environmental protection 
obligations contained by authority disposition, [1] many translates into the rights and 
obligations of citizens and organizations.For example, local governments shall be responsible 
for the quality of the environment. In addition to protecting and improving the ecological 
environment by their own organizations, they will also require individuals, enterprises, 
institutions and other producers and operators within their jurisdiction to undertake 
obligations of action or non-action.At present, environmental laws and regulations are mainly 
based on obligatory norms in the world, which also causes the academic debate on whether 
environmental law is duty-based.This paper prefers to claim that environmental obligations 
are subordinate to environmental rights, and regardless of theoretical any reasons,"in the past 
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50 years, environmental rights are being recognized at the national constitutional and legal 
level, at the regional human rights and environmental conventions, and at the global level led 
by the United Nations. [2] Chinese future environmental code should protect citizens' need for 
basic environmental rights derived from constitutional human rights, and recognize them as 
social rights demanding active action by the state. [3] Human rights of citizen environment right 
nature determines that the state do not suppress citizens in environmental legal relation, while 
paragraph 6 of article 89 the Chinese Constitution added to leadership and management of the 
progression of ecological civilization for the State Council when it has been revised, compiling 
environmental code is recognized as work of the field of administrative legislation in the 2021 
legislative program.[4]These can not change the status of national environmental obligation in 
the system of environmental obligations, and the implementation of citizens' environmental 
obligations depends on the former. [5]Of course,citizens need to obey the environmental 
management from the state in the specific environment legal relationship,including the local 
government at all levels and the Environmental authorities and related department,and also 
need to comply with the environmental obligations from configuration of legislation. Therefore, 
compared with the state,citizens is in managed position in this case,he would take his adverse 
consequences if did not follow the rules.Among the environmental legal relationship of citizens 
(the public),state and citizens, transformed by the state in environmental obligations and 
power way,including governments at all levels and relevant departments of the ecological 
environment,the civil environmental rights become the Citizen's environmental obligations, 
but ultimately they still serve the environmental rights of citizens (the public). The state plays 
a very important role in the transition from rights,to obligations (rights),to obligations. Its 
position as the main body of administrative management in ecological environment work may 
weaken citizens' environmental rights,and strengthen their environmental obligations. In the 
modern environmental governance system that emphasizes public participation, self-restraint 
and self-regulation of citizens in performing environmental obligations should be stimulated, 
and their enthusiasm and initiative in exercising environmental rights should be encouraged. 
In the overall context of realizing green,low-carbon production and lifestyle, Chinese Civil Code 
has clearly stipulated that the obligations of civil subjects to conserve resources and protect the 
ecological environment.For example, Article 9 (Basic provisions), 286 (Owner's obligations), 
326 (obligations of the holder of usufructuary right), 346 (Establishment of construction land 
use right), 509 (performance of contract obligations), and 619 (Provisions on packaging mode 
in transaction), the legal status of individuals has been paid more and more attention. We 
believe that the environmental code, guided by the Constitution and drawing lessons from the 
Civil Code, will inevitably reflect systematically on and construct optimally the legal status of 
citizens, and give them the right to enjoy the environment, the right to participate in decision-
making and the corresponding right to civil and administrative litigation. 

3. Individuals and Units in Environmental Law: Juxtaposition and 
Correspondence 

It has been pointed out above that individuals are always used pragmatically in comparison, 
parallel with units, groups, organizations and collectives in environmental legal norms, which 
is due to the natural role of "individuals" as abstract natural individual subjects.When the 
individual enters into other specific legal relationships and appears as an individual such as a 
citizen, it takes on a relatively independent meaning. Firstly,the direct embodiment is the 
difference of the two obligations when the juxtaposition of the individual and the unit.Such as 
in the fourth paragraph of article 6,of citizen shall strengthen the consciousness of 
environmental protection and adopt the mode of low carbon, frugal living, conscious 
environmental protection duty,the citizens show up as the consumer identity in the point of 
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view for ecology and political economics.[6]However, enterprises and institutions and other 
operators appear as economic operators, and the distinction of their identities also makes their 
legal status go to a different path.Generally speaking,the operator is the polluter of ecological 
environment, and the citizen is the victim. In environmental law and tort liability law, the unit 
becomes the offender of the public,private environmental interests, and the citizen becomes 
the victim in need of Judicial remedy. However, it is difficult for private citizens to cause 
substantial damage to the interests of the unit by discharging pollutants in daily life,small-scale 
business activities. This is why the law gives the two different legal status. Secondly, the 
juxtaposition of individual and unit in environmental law also has potential social factual 
implications.The Units have significant features such as occupying a certain space, having a fair 
amount of business scale,possessing the considerable economic and technological ability and 
so on, and distinguish and independence of space is quite important, it can be almost  logo for 
right boundaries of different units,if the lack of a certain space of elements,existing in society 
with the only combination of persons and property,its capacity of subject action will be 
discounted.For example, such is some civil society organizations.Because the individual does 
not fully possess the above factors,it becomes the weak person undertaking obligation,and the 
victim in the tort-remedy relationship.The superiority of unit and individual behavior ability is 
naturally reflected in their rights and obligations.In environmental law, individuals and units 
are usually in parallel, while organizations, groups and collectives are rarely used. The reason 
is that not all groups, organizations and collectives could have the above factors of units.For 
example, rural collective economic organizations,which stipulated in the Civil Code,can not be 
called units,and it is difficult to correspond with individuals. Thirdly, the differences in the 
behavioral capacity of them would also be transmitted to the positive obligations of ecological 
environmental protection and improvement, which will enable them to configure different 
rights and obligations in legislation. To the Forest Law article 13 as an example, although 
individuals and units could carry on"afforestation,forest protection,forest management and 
forestry scientific research", but could not be leveled at the above aspects, therefore,the law 
article 22 has different rules to between units,between individuals,between individuals and 
units for trees and forest land ownership and use right disputes.The former shall be handled by 
the people's government at or above the county level according to law, while the latter of two 
shall be handled by the township people's government or the people's government at or above 
the county level according to law. Article 37 of the law states that no or less forestland shall be 
occupied in the exploration and exploitation of mineral deposits and in the construction of 
other kinds of projects... .Units occupying forestland shall pay forest vegetation restoration 
fees...... .There is no mention that individuals occupying forest land should be treated equally or 
differently, because those engaged in such activities can only be units in the eyes of 
legislators.Article 41 on forest management also does not impose individual obligations. Is it 
true that individuals do not have forest management capacity? The reason is not the lack of 
individual management ability, but individual status in forest ownership. In article 43 of the 
forestation rules,it has been prescribed respectively to requirements of wasteland afforestation 
for ownership rules, and then in the fourth paragraph, afforestation of waste hills,unreclaimed 
lands, and desolated beaches owned by state and collectives,may be contracted and afforested 
by the units or individuals.These reflect to the distinction between different units and 
individuals in earthy land ownership from the ecological environmental legislation, the 
afforestation of different ownership land was implemented by legal units, but it has been 
partitioned into different land ownership and project of afforestation during the concrete 
operations,it turned maximum effectiveness design for simple integration of land-trees of 
economy and ecology into complicated system.Because the individuals could only be the 
contractor,that is improvement of ecological interest,the major economic benefits would keep 
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them out law. As an outsider of land and forest rights, individuals' enthusiasm for creating 
ecological benefits will also be affected. 
In short, as a social fact, the behavioral capacity of individuals and units actually reflects their 
differences in economic and social status. The environmental legislative council gives them 
different legal status based on economic, political and social considerations. 

4. Individual and the Public in Environmental Law: Separation and 
Complementarity 

The individual is one of the members of society, and the public is a collection of the members 
of society. The individual is obviously a part of the public. This is the meaning of the Chinese 
idiom "three people make a crowd". But the term "public" in environmental law does not simply 
mean the sum of all individuals,it means something else. Of course, whatever the legal meaning 
of the public may be, its basic composition must be people, not objects or animals. Individuals 
can become independent subjects in environmental law, and the public cannot be legally 
endowed with personality like individuals or legal persons. The status of the individual can 
exist without the public category, and when assembling into the public, it will either show more 
power or be endowed with exclusive legal status. For example, Article 1 of EPLPRC stipulates 
"protecting public health", which is essentially transformation of Chinese political discourse of 
"people-centered" in environmental law. The public here means the whole, broad collection of 
natural individuals. The law certainly protects the health of every individual in the public, but 
the public here cannot be resolved as individuals. The legal status of individuals is from the 
perspective of individualism, while the public in Article 1 is from the perspective of holism. 
Another example is article 10 of the Law on Noise Pollution Prevention and Control, enhance 
public awareness of noise pollution prevention and control, the public here is not limited scope, 
as long as there is an independent will of individuals in this list. Chapter v of EPLPRC, 
information disclosure and public engagement, its article 53 (2)says that…shall, according to 
the law, disclose environmental information, and improve the procedures for public 
engagement, followed by "to facilitate the participation in and oversight of environmental 
protection by citizens, legal persons, and other organizations". With the analysis of context, 
scope of the public engagement here is the most extensive, of course,so it is with the scope of 
people as well,it includes not only individuals, but also legal persons or other organizations. 
The Public is relatively more directly related to specific individuals in the Chinese 
environmental impact assessment law.Through the standards of public participation and 
stakeholders, the public can be concretized into certain individuals, and the rights and 
obligations of individuals and the public have a direct communication bridge. The legal status 
of individuals in this law is given special consideration by the public participation provision. 
Firstly, the legal status of individuals in environmental law is independent and dependent on 
the legal status of the public. Although the public can be observed abstractly as a whole, it is not 
a legal subject that has rights and obligations independently. At the concrete level, it is a 
collective word, and individuals and the public cannot be connected in concrete legal relations. 
Individuals and the public can face the state separately in environmental law, but they cannot 
represent their legal status in a comparative sense. The legal status of individuals could be 
explored alone, such as article 6 (4) of EPLPRC says that citizens shall raise their awareness of 
environmental protection,adopt low-carbon and economical lifestyles,and conscientiously 
fulfill their obligation to protect environment.This is the concrete reflection of legal status for 
private citizens in public environmental affairs.The citizen's right to health in ecological 
environment depends on the provision of public health right.Environmental law has the feature 
of obligation in positive law, it tends to make specific provisions on private citizens involving 
environmental obligation, because the duty subject is concrete,the relative obligation need also 
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to be fulfilled by the concrete behavior of individual, and the public is usually regarded as the 
environmental rights of subject to enjoy, because the environmental right is a kind of the basic 
rights concerning environmental public interest, The environmental benefit enjoyed by the 
public is a kind of common demands and common interest. [7] In fact, the environmental 
interests here exclude the economic and individual aesthetic aspects, and can only be ecological 
interests with social publicity.The integrity of ecological public welfare determines that the 
subject of enjoyment can only be the social public as a whole, which cannot be reduced to a 
person in the whole, which belongs to the scope of environmental law adjustment. Individual 
parts in public environmental interests belong to component interests,[8] The economic and 
individual aesthetic aspects of environmental interests can be transformed into environmental 
private interests,and regulated by private law.The individual environmental right is a part of 
the whole public environmental right in environmental law, The latter is established and 
realized by undertaking and performing efficiently of individual environmental obligations. In 
the environmental law of the United States, the public interest litigation mechanism of Any 
Person Against Any Person has been constructed through the citizen litigation system in public 
participation, in which  private citizens are directly connected with the public. In the relevant 
law, Citizen is defined as a person or persons whose interests are or are likely to be negatively 
affected, and this is basically the case in other separate environmental laws.[9]It can be seen 
that the adequacy of environmental democracy makes it possible for private citizens and the 
public to be equal in legal status, and the intent shows that is insufficient for this respect, which 
to distinguish the differences in specific rights and obligations of them. 
Secondly, the legal status of the public is tied to and reinforces the legal status of  individual in 
environmental law. As mentioned above, the enjoyment of public environmental rights 
depends on the undertaking of individual environmental obligations by citizens, this is true in 
both the normative and practical levels. This is due to the dialectical relationship between the 
rights and obligations of the public and individuals, which can be separated and cannot be 
simplified in terms of whole and part. In any case, without the legalization of individual subject 
status,the concretization of rights and obligations of individual, the rights and obligations of the 
public will lose their foundation.When individuals gather into masses, the cohesion and 
promotion of public legal status can in turn increase the weight of individual legal status, and 
the interaction between legislation and practice can more reflect this understanding.For 
example, some researchers summarized the causes and countermeasures of environmental 
mass incidents as the following process: infringement of civil rights -- occurrence of 
environmental mass incidents --  investing and guaranteeing of civil rights, improving of 
environmental legislation -- resolving problem of mass incidents.[10]Civil environmental rights 
in short supply or abstract and simplistic legal items in environmental law,Perform poorly of 
the rule of environmental law,these caused mass environmental incident to sometimes 
occur.Based on experience with the social events and the judicial practice,the state increase and 
specialize some content of public rights and its realization ways in three aspects of 
environmental impact assessment,information disclosure, and public engagement.These new 
provisions are bound to have a profound impact on the right and obligation status of citizens in 
environmental law. 

5. Conclusion 

To explore the relationship between individuals and the state, individuals and units, individuals 
and the public, which is essentially the individual corresponding to the state, market and society, 
the legal status of individuals can be observed from these three groups of relations. The 
relationship between individual and state can be reduced less precisely to two themes: service 
and obedience. To meet the people's demand for better ecological environment, the state must 
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promote the construction of ecological civilization. This process can be expressed as serving 
the public (citizens)--environmental obligations and powers of state -- requiring citizens to 
undertake environmental obligations -- satisfying the demands of the public (citizens) for 
environmental rights. The relation between individual and unit can be summarized as parallel 
correspondence and comparative relation. Specifically,it has three aspects, Firstly,the 
obligation of both sides have markedly different configuration,secondly,the specific behavior 
differences lead to different configuration of both rights and obligations, And finally, the specific 
behavior is reflected in the number of people, whether they have certain space, whether they 
have capacity of operation, whether they have ability of economy and techniques,etc.The 
relationship between the individual and the public can be described in terms of separation and 
complementarity. The legal status of individual is independent of and depends on the public, 
and legal status of the public is dependent on and reinforces individual. 
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